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How to turn an old scanner into a digital camera
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What you need...

● An old flat-bed scanner - preferably 
lightweight and USB-powered, with 
necessary leads

● Magnifying glass
● Black foamboard
● Duct tape
● Cutting and measuring tools





Remove the scanner lid.







Cut a piece of foamboard to fit the glass 
platen...





...this will be the base of the camera housing.



Cut out a 7 inch square piece from the base 
board.





Cut out three more 7 inch square pieces of 
foamboard.





Use duct tape to assemble the four square 
pieces into an open ended cube taped to the 
base board. Joints must be light-tight.





Now cut and assemble a second open-ended 
cube which is just larger than the first one, so 
that it will slide over it.

You might get the necessary measurement by 
drawing around the completed one.





Cut a top to fit your second box and also a 
smaller (say, 6 inch square) piece.

These will need holes cut into them,  each a 
little smaller than your magnifying glass.





Tape the magnifying glass to one of the two 
end pieces and then tape them securely 
together, sandwiching the lens.





The end can now be taped onto the outer cube 
which should be slid snugly over the inner 
cube. 

The whole assembly should now be taped to 
the scanner (remember - the outer cube must 
be able to move freely over the inner one, don't 
tape them together).





Connect your scamera to your computer, load 
your scanner software and begin 
experimenting!

Focus the camera by sliding the outer cube 
over the inner one.





First attempts may need some fine-tuning...





...but you'll start to get the hang of it...





Since this is a *scanning* camera, you can 
explore movement...
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